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Timing Path



Clock Period trend (FO4)



Experiment Setup
Calculate the useful work in each stage (FO4)

Assume naive pipelining for each stage

Calculate cycle time using - 

Assume ϕoverhead remains the same over generations



Optimal logic depth ...



Sensitivity to Φoverload



Sensitivity to micro-architectural loops



Reclaiming lost performance

Architectural loops cause heavy IPC hits with increase in 
pipeline stages

Reduce the impact of increased latency to reduce IPC losses

Use locality, temporality and criticality



Segmented Instruction Window



Power kicks in



Optimal Power/Performance Pipeline Depth

Performance Equation

Time taken is proportional to -

NH - number of hazards

γ - average stalling ratio due to 
hazards

t0 - overhead delay

tp - total useful pipeline time

Time taken goes down with - 

α - degree of superscalar 
execution

The relation to number of 
pipeline stages is not 
linear



Optimal Power/Performance Pipeline Depth

Power Equation

Power consumption grows with - 

Pd - dynamic power, based on

fcg - clock gating degree

fs - frequency

Pl - leakage power

NL - number of latches

p - number of pipeline stages

the growth with number 
of pipeline stages is 
super-linear due to 
growth in number of 
latches by factor η



Theoretical results

popt - optimal number of pipeline stages

popt ∝ NH 

popt ∝ γ

popt ∝ α

popt ∝ tp/t0



Simulation results



Simulation results



Conclusions
Power matters!!!

These results hold true in future only if no major technological breakthrough 
achieved for changing the equations

Hazards (NH) can’t be reduced but their impact (γ) can be reduced, 
traditionally a major research area

Superscalar architectures prefer shorter pipelines

Like NUCA we are soon going to see varying access times to L1, register files 
etc.



APPENDIX slides



Latches and Flip-Flops

A flip flop is created by using 2 latches (master-slave pair)


